PERSONAL TRAINING POSITION DESCRIPTION

Position Title: Personal Trainer
Dept No: 453285
Personnel Code: Support Staff
Status: Non-Exempt
Department: Fitness
Supervisor: Fitness Director

Mission Statement:
The Jewish Community Center of Greater Columbus is a human service agency offering a varied program that is Jewish in nature. It is committed to enhancing the quality of individual and family life through the promotion of physical, intellectual and spiritual wellness. It provides educational and cultural programs that reflect the Jewish heritage, health related activities and many services to the community at large. Through its wide array of programs, the JCC pursues its mission of strengthening the individual, family and community.
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Vision Statement:
The JCC nurtures a passion for Jewish learning and living. Through programs and services, the JCC provides comfortable and inviting environments in which the community can thrive.
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Agency Expectations:
- To support the mission of the JCC.
- To insure the highest quality of programs and services.
- To possess a working knowledge of agency programs and services.
- To represent the agency and provide the highest quality of customer service to the individuals and groups with whom you come into contact.
- To treat fellow staff with respect.
- To adhere to all policies and practices provided in the employee handbook.
- To wear JCC Staff ID badge and attend appropriate staff meetings.

Position Summary: Assist the JCC community establish, maintain and exceed its fitness goals.

Qualifications:
1. **Knowledge and Education - Minimum Required or Preferred:** BA/BS in exercise related field preferred.
2. **Experience - Minimum Required or Preferred:** At least one National Personal Training Certificate. The JCC recognizes: AFFA, ACE, ACSM, NASM, ISSA, NATA
3. **Special Skills:** Provide outstanding customer service, strong knowledge of nutrition, able to monitor fitness progress, skilled motivator, ability to develop successful fitness programs with significant rehabilitative lifestyle suggestions.
Duties and Responsibilities:
- Actively monitor fitness room
- Engage members in conversation; address them by first name; introduce yourself
- Proactively assist members with fitness equipment; train members in correct use of fitness equipment; correct members on use of fitness equipment as necessary
- Provide fitness equipment orientations for members; provide teen tests
- Give tours to prospective members
- Promote all incentive programs / contests as they are offered by the JCC
- Follow JCC customer service principles: Smile, greet every member by first name, converse
- Assist with Fitness Center as needed.
- All other duties as assigned.
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